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 pattern and instructions



GIRL WITH A GOAT made by Brigitte Giblin

Follow the graph and colour photo for placement of the various blocks, shirting
fabrics and for colour placement of the fabrics within the sampler blocks.
Moving the fabrics around within each sampler block will change their effect.

approx 71x76” plus borders
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GIRL WITH A GOAT made by Brigitte Giblin

GIRL WITH A GOAT is an English Paper Pieced quilt made up
of 14 framed oval panels plus the themed unframed panel in 
the centre of the quilt.  The panels are set in 3 vertical rows,
separated by diamond blocks featuring small picture panels.
12 different sampler blocks finish the 2 sides of the quilt and

half-sampler blocks complete the top and bottom edges.
The framed oval blocks and centre block are surrounded
by alternating prints and a shirting fabric. A second
shirting fabric surrounds the diamond blocks and the
sampler blocks.  Scrap hexagons fill in the edges of the
quilt centre which can be appliqued to a border fabric.

This quilt is made using custom designed “chicken-wire” hexagons.
Make a fabric cutting template including 3/8ths” seam allowance 
to use for any fussy-cut shapes.

NOTE: fabrics can be rotary cut into 2-1/8th” strips and
then re-cut into 2-1/8th” squares for speedier cutting.

MATERIALS
14 feature panels for the ovals: 10-1/2” high x 12” wide
1 feature panel for the centre:  14” high x 16” wide

- include botanicals, animal prints and toiles sourced from upholstery
fabrics and designer fabrics to add interest and whimsy to your quilt.
Choose compatible feature fabrics - either traditional or contemporary -
which will dictate the other fabrics used in the quilt

14 different ‘spotted’ fabrics to frame the oval fabrics: 14” high x 16” wide
1.75m (2yds)shirting 1 to surround diamond shapes and sampler blocks
.6m (2/3yd) shirting 2 to surround panels and between blocks
.5m (2/3yd) animal print or other to surround panels and between blocks
assorted small print fabrics of your choice for the diamond and sampler blocks 
12 feature prints for the centres of the diamond blocks: 4” wide x 5-1/2” high

** pre-cut papers and cutting template to make this quilt are available from:
www.brigittegiblinquilts.com

METHOD
Papers are covered using the English Paper Piecing method. The oval blocks are
first appliqued to the frames and surrounded by the hexagons. Sampler blocks are
made and then sewn together in vertical strips. Diamond blockd are sewn together in
the same way. The vertical sections are then sewn together to make up the quilt.
Lastly, the sides and top and bottom half-blocks are added to the centre.

This pattern is published by Brigitte Giblin and is for personal use only.  It is a 
breach of copyright to copy and/or share this pattern by any means without the
author’s permission. 
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CHICKEN-WIRE SAMPLER BLOCKS designed by Brigitte Giblin
“GIRL WITH A GOAT”

Colour these blocks to
experiment with different
layouts of fabrics to make
up the 12 sampler blocks for
the sides of the quilt.  The 
diamond blocks can be made up of
hexagons or applique a feature print in
lieu of the centre 4 hexagons
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“GIRL WITH A GOAT”

A
B
C

place on fold.....>

HALF-SIZE TEMPLATE FOR THE OVAL PANELS
Make a plastic template for cutting the oval shapes 
and the frames. The solid line B is the sewing line.  The
inside broken line C is the cutting line for the frames,
and the outside line A is the cutting line for the oval
panels.  The oval panels are placed UNDER the frame
fabrics and reverse-appliqued at B
Cut the frame fabrics 16”wide x 14” high.  Mark the
centre lines for placeement of the oval panels
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Window template
for the centre of

diamond shapes - cut 
from feature fabrics

approx 4” wide x 5-1/2” high

GIRL WITH A GOAT made by Brigitte Giblin
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This graph is offered as an alternative layout - work with one OR the other version!
This is a simplified version of the quilt, using only one shirting fabric to separate 

the sampler blocks, picture panels and diamond shapes

“GIRL WITH A GOAT” VERSION 2 designed by Brigitte Giblin

approx size:  66” x 74”
17 panels and 18 sampler blocks + 24 diamond blocks
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GIRL WITH A GOAT made by Brigitte Giblin

work in progress
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B

C

BORDER PIECES A, B AND C

A=60 PIECES
B=62 PIECES
C=100 PIECES

GIRL WITH A GOAT
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GIRL WITH A GOAT border option

This border is made using the English paper piecing method and then
sewn to the edges of the quilt.  The quilt is backed and edges folded
in to meet the finished edge of the border pieces.  The edges are then
whipstitched together.  There is no binding in keeping with antique quilts.
This is a coverlet - no batting.  The addition of quilting around the frames
will help hold the weight of the quilt if hung.

Alternately, you could applique the finished top to border strips to frame
the quilt.
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